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Pre- primary institution refers to nursery schools where children between the ages of 3 and 5 years 
plus play, getting ready for entry into primary school. A nursery school is a place suitably equipped 
and staffed where children below school are  cared for play and begin their social training. 
Kinder-garten comes to mind whenever nursery schools are discussed. Kindergarten is a German 
word meaning Garden of ChildrenToday the word represents a system of Pre-school education. It 
provides a system of educational situation less formal than that of the elementary schools in which 
children's creative play instincts are organised constructively. Through the use of songs, stories, 
games, simple manual materials and group activities for which the furnishing of a kindergarten are 
adopted, children develop habits of co-operation and application, and the transition from home to 
school is made less formidable. Columbia Encylopedia 3rd edition reports that this theory of 
education through expression and social co-operation have greatly influenced elementary education 
and parent education especially in the United States, where Kindergartens are generally part of 
public school system. 

Nigeria National policy for Education recognizes the place of the mother-tongue in 
pre-primary education. Section 2.10 (3) states that the medium of instruction will be principally the 
mother-tongue or the language of the immediate community; and to this end will; (a)  develop the 
orthograghy for many more Nigerian Languages, and {b} produce textbooks in Nigerian 
Languages. 

The pre-school years are a period when children develop reading readiness skills for primary 
school tasks. As Blair et al. U 975) put it, "Learning proceeds best when the instructional 
programme first of all builds readiness within all pupils according to their existing deficits and 
assets, and then provides instructional materials, programmes and methods that are flexible and 
adaptive to the learner's needs (P. 120) Kwekowe (1995) in the same perspective writes: 

For any child to learn reading effectively he must first undergo the 
development of reading readiness skills. These consist of the 
development of soma sensory activities termed readiness skills. 
These MO visual discrimination, auditory discrimination, and 
listening skills. Each of these skills consists of inter-related skills 
whole development is strictly controlled by maturity, and 
experience. 

These are years when parents and or teachers should provide exercises for eye-hand 
co-ordination, hand-wrist-finger manipulation, left to right eye swing in reading and writing and 
recognition of shapes, figures and colour, Zwaide and Oareng (1996) quote Matherjee (1978) to say 
this a period in the child characterised by paralled development of perception and congriition, 
development of symbolic schemata, mental imagery and verbal schemata; classificatiion skills are 
being developed and the childs explanation of events is becoming intuitive (P. 19). 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION 
The general objectives of me pre~prirnary school as outlined in the National Policy document on 

education (1981) are to : 
(a) effect a smoth transition from the home to the school; 
(b) preparing the child for the primary level of education; 
(c) providing adequate care and supervision for the children  while their parents are at working 

the 
farms, in the marKets, offices etc). 

(d) inculcating social norms; 
(e) inculcating in the child the spirit of enquiry and creativity through the exploitation of nature and 

the 
local environment, play with toys, artistic and musical activities, etc. 

(f) teaching cooperation and team spirits; 
(g) teaching the rudiment of numbers, letters, colours, shapes, forms etc, through play, 
and; 
(h) teaching good habits. 

                        . 



As addition Kwekowe (1996) quoting Zwalde and Dareng (1996) contribution, "The pre-primary 
school should give children confidence in Their learning abilities and make them more confident socially; it 
should help them acquire emotional control, thus becoming resilient to disappointment." 

Mother tongue in the pre-primary should be seen to promote the achievement of the general objectives. 
Its objectives should therefore be to seek fulfillment of the following Kwekewe (1996} quoting Me Creesh 
and Maher (1976); 
1. Development of speech-fluency, coherence, comprehension 
2. Development of understanding 
3. Development of listening skills 
4. Combining action* and words 
5. Building vocabulary 
6. Taking active participation in simple discussion 
7. Use of the environment 10 stimulate conversation. 

The staled objective are long-term aims. It is obvious that these aims are not easily achieved within a few 
weeks, months or even years. By stating them we have made explicit to schools the line we (educators) wish 
to take. 

PLACE OF MOTHER-TONGUE IN NURSERY SCHOOL 
Many parents send their children to nursery school so that the children will learn to speak English from 

their nursery school days. There • (01 of literature to show that many patents prefer nursery schools where 
much of Engii.sh is taught in disregard to the mother-tongue Extensive literature show that children who are 
taught in their mother-tongue do better in school than those who are denied the use of the mother-tongue in 
studying their school subjects, 
It is of importance that a child is proficient in the use of his mother-tongue. Psychologist believe that at the age 
of five a normal child must be proficient at the grammar of his mother-tongue. Therefore organized effort 
should foe made by nursery schools to help the kids under them to master their mother-tongue. For there; 
foundations are laid for future development-Franco Christie (1985,1989,1990) recognized the potentials of 
good mastery of language and called for provision of appropriate education; 

Language is a political institution: Those who are wise in its ways, 
capable in using it to shape and serve important personal arid 
social goals will be the ones who are 'empowered' Ito use a 
fashionable word): able, that is. not merely *° participate 
effectively in the world, but also to act upon it, in the sense that 
they can strive for significant soda! change. Looked at in these 
terms provision of appropriate language education programme is 
a profoundly important matter both in ensuring equality of 
educational opportunity, and m helping 10 develop those who are 
able and willing to take an effective rote in democratic processes 
of all kind. 

THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY 
The role of parents in the education of the pre-school child is outstanding- .Lapp and Flood (1 978) 

suggest that the parents should lead the pre-school child to recognize simple geometric shapes and read 
labels of geometric shapes, to recognize numerals, to recognize environmental sounds - of cars, aeroplanes, 
cooks, cats, food pounding, etc. Parents should make them feel that reading is fun, that sound of rhyming 
words make music. Parents should make the child see them enjoying reading so that he may desire it also. They 
should exaggerate the left-right eye swing white leading to the child. They should read can labels, bag or 
satchet labels, house numbers and sign posts for the child to observe 

Under the heading, 'Reading Episodes Between Parent^ and child' they quoted extensive literature 
suggesting that reading to young children enhances language development d that the best way to prepare the 
very young child for reading is to hold him on your lap and read aloud to him stones he likes over and over 
again. 
   
Under the heading, 'Reading episodes Between Parents and child's they have quoted extensive litera-
ture suggesting that reading to young children enhance language development, and that the best way 
to prepare the very young child for reading is to hold him on your lap and read aloud to him stories he 
likes over and over again (P.43). This information is included to emphasize that the education of the 
child is a shared responsibility between the family and the play centre. Table 1 contains 
Mother-Tongue curriculum contentment for the 3 - year olds. 



Table 1: Nursery One Mother-tongue 
Curricular Content 

 
NURSERY 1 EVALUATION 
1. The child is required to identify different objects in the classroom, and those in the household. 
2. The child is tested on acting on instruction; open the book, close the book, empty the bottle, fill it 

with water etc. 
3. Identify named alphabet, named colour etc. 
4. Draw whatever you feel like - the child chooses and draws whatever objects he likes. 

              
        Play features so much in the nursery school that it is also called 'play class1. Much of the 

local environment and the child's experience should be brought into the classroom. These are 
investigated through play activities. 

Pupils at this level may be required to learn the alphabet by rote. A variety of rhymes, songs and games 
to motivate the children should be exploited. 

NURSERY TWO 4-YEAR OLDS 
The objectives of Mother-tongue instruction for the four years old child are, to enable him to develop 

the ability to express himself, ability to listen, to associate symbol with sound, to discriminate sound units 
within words, to recognize shapes and colours, to acquire some sight vocabulary. Content should include 
initial stages of letter formation, making of left curves, right curves, vertical strokes and slanting strokes 
etc. Table 2 is a suggested curricular content: 

Table  2: 



Mother-tongue Curricular Content for Nursery 
Two Nursery Two - The 4-year Olds 

 

NURSERY TWO EVALUATION 
1. Put up a picture and asked the child questions to make him comment or discuss the picture. 
2. The child should be able to tell the names of his parents, and of his class mates. 
3. He should be able to recognize most of the letters of the alphabet. 
4. He should be able to hold a piece of chalk ready to write. 
5. He should be able to talk of his parents. 

NURSERY THREE - THE 5 YEAR OLDS 
Language skills are wonderfully interwoven, a single skill cannot be isolated, or taught without 

recourse to  another skill. Speech    cannot be taught in  absence of  listening, neither can  
reading absence of speaking. Development of language readiness skills in a child is simultaneous. 

It should be noted that no single classroom activity could be circled to make particular 
contribution to language development of the child. Nowadays write Me Creesh and Maher (1976), the 
acceptable view is that everything a child does, sees and hears can help his language and that his 
language training goes on throughout each day (P.43). 

NURSERY THREE - THE 5 - YEAR OLDS 
Finally, table 111 presents, mother-tongue content for the last class. 

Table 3: Mother-tongue Curricular Content for 
Nursery Three 



 
 

TOPIC OBJECTIVES MATERIALS ACTIVITIES 
Alphabet matching Recognition of alphabet, Flash cards, chart word Pupils match 

Sight vocabulary caps lower, development cards, sentence strips capitals with 
 of sight vocabulary  their lower case 
   equivalents. 
   Display of pupils 
   names label 
   classroom obj- 
   ects. 
Listenting Development of listening •   Pupils and class, Teacher comm- 
 skills room objects ands and pupils 
   -"Touch the 
 Recognition of sequence  door". "Win- 
   dows, Bottle" 
   etc 
   "close your eyes 
Rhymes Recognition of sound  and then point 
   to the table" 
Following direc- Acquisition of    

directionality 
A game Pupils sing "10 

tion given orally   green bottles 
 



 

It worth noting that the suggested mother -tongue curriculum content is play based. Fun and 
excitement promote liberty and can lore the most self conscious or reserved child out of his shell. In 
language learning as in most adventures Lee (1955) writes fun and excitement can be very much in 
place. He observes language is learned through using it - yes, but through using it in situations. The 
situations will bring first language to be mother-tongue in the classroom and provided by gestures, by 
handling and touching things, by actions and incidents, by pictures and dramatization, by interesting 
stones spoken or in print and not least certain contests and games (PP1-2}. 

At primary school entry, the 5 plus year old should be able to write and identify letters of the 
alphabet. He should be able to read names of common objects on flash cards, read some sentence 
stripes, name colours and shapes at sight, identify some sight vocabulary. He should be able to 
participate in simple discussion in the language of the immediate community. He should be able to 
draw some objects read and write their names on cards. He should be able to recite some rhymes etc. 
Therefore the nursery should provide a variety of materials: home making corner, shopping corner 
library, and other facilities. 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
1. Colleges of Education should as a matter of urgency set up machinery to draw up a standardized 

curriculum for the pre-primary level of education/for this country. 
2. Language educators and educational psychologists should be given the challenge of drawing the 

components of the aforesaid currriculum. 
3. Government should not leave  pre-primary school  education exclusively to private individual 

and 
groups. 

4. Government should make pre-primary education affordable to all Nigerian children in meeting their 
rights to equal opportunities to good education. 

5. Colleges of Education should mount programmes for training specialized teachers for pre-primary 
schools. This  would be   similar to the   infant methods   that was a    major feature of the T.C 
11 

programme. 
6. There should be more use of the mother-tongue - as a  language of  instruction in pre-and primary 

schools. 
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